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In addition to a reverse transcriptase activity, telomerase is associated with a DNA endonuclease that
removes nucleotides from a primer 3* terminus prior to telomere repeat addition. Here we examine the DNA
specificity of the primer cleavage-elongation reaction carried out by the Euplotes crassus telomerase. We show
that the primer cleavage activity copurified with the E. crassus telomerase polymerase, indicating that it either
is an intrinsic property of telomerase or is catalyzed by a tightly associated factor. Using chimeric primers
containing stretches of telomeric DNA that could be precisely positioned on the RNA template, we found that
the cleavage site is more flexible than originally proposed. Primers harboring mismatches in dT tracts that
aligned opposite nucleotides 37 to 40 in the RNA template were cleaved to eliminate the mismatched residues
along with the adjacent 3* sequence. The cleaved product was then elongated to generate perfect telomeric
repeats. Mismatches in dG tracts were not removed, implying that the nuclease does not track coordinately
with the polymerase active site. Our data indicate that the telomerase-associated nuclease could provide a
rudimentary proofreading function in telomere synthesis by eliminating mismatches between the DNA primer
and the 5* region of the telomerase RNA template.

The ends of linear eukaryotic chromosomes are nucleopro-
tein structures comprised of simple G-rich DNA repeats and
structural proteins that together form a protective cap known
as the telomere. The integrity of the telomere complex is es-
sential for genome stability. Broken chromosomes lacking telo-
meres are detected at DNA damage checkpoints and, if not
repaired, lead to cell cycle arrest (13, 38), chromosome fusion,
or degradation (12). In most eukaryotes, telomerase is respon-
sible for the synthesis and maintenance of telomeric DNA
(15). Telomerase adds telomeric DNA to pre-existing telomere
tracts and forms telomeres de novo on broken chromosome
ends (reviewed in reference 29).

Telomerase is a reverse transcriptase ribonucleoprotein.
The telomerase RNA subunits from a variety of different or-
ganisms have been characterized (11, 16, 39, 40), and proteins
that fit the criteria for telomerase subunits have been isolated
from the ciliates Tetrahymena thermophila and Euplotes aedicu-
latus (7, 24) and from yeast and mammals (18, 24, 31, 32).
Telomerase catalyzes polymerization of telomeric repeats onto
chromosome 39 termini by copying a sequence within its RNA
subunit. In addition to the RNA templating domain, telome-
rase protein components also establish contacts with DNA
substrates. A protein anchor site in telomerase binds clusters
of dG residues upstream of a primer 39 terminus and mediates
processive elongation by maintaining primer contact during
successive rounds of polymerization and primer translocation
(17, 23, 28, 30).

The telomerases from T. thermophila, Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae, and Euplotes crassus are associated with nuclease activities
in vitro (6, 28, 33). The nuclease cuts single-stranded DNA
primers, removing nucleotides from the 39 terminus prior to
primer elongation by telomerase. Although initially observed
with telomeric primers (6), the nuclease activity from E. crassus

was subsequently shown to eliminate long stretches of 39 non-
telomeric DNA from primers that carry a short internal tract of
telomeric sequence (28). Nontelomeric DNA regions as long
as 29 nucleotides can be removed by this mechanism (29a).
Experiments with the Tetrahymena and Euplotes enzymes sug-
gested that the nuclease active site is fixed relative to the 59
boundary of the RNA template (1, 6, 28) such that any primer
nucleotides extending across this site are subject to elimina-
tion. Studies with methylphosphonate-substituted oligonucle-
otide substrates revealed that cleavage proceeds by an endo-
nucleolytic mechanism (28).

The function of the telomerase nuclease activity has been
unclear. The combined endonucleolytic and polymerization
activities of telomerase could serve a specialized function in
ciliated protozoa during site-specific chromosome fragmenta-
tion and de novo telomere formation. These events are devel-
opmentally programmed and temporally coupled during the
formation of the new macronuclear genome following conju-
gation (reviewed in reference 8). It has also been postulated
that cleavage serves a proofreading function (6, 28, 33) and
may be mechanistically linked to processivity (5).

Here we examine the DNA specificity of the cleavage-initi-
ated polymerization reaction by the Euplotes telomerase. We
show that the nuclease activity remains associated with telo-
merase through extensive purification, indicating that it either
is an intrinsic property of the enzyme or is catalyzed by a tightly
associated factor. We also demonstrate that the nuclease active
site is not rigidly fixed relative to the telomerase RNA. Instead,
any primer nucleotides that cannot form Watson-Crick base
pairs with the rA residues adjacent to the 59 boundary of the
telomerase RNA templating domain, even single-nucleotide
mismatches, are eliminated before synthesis initiates.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Isolation of Euplotes macronuclei and purification of telomerase. E. crassus
EG3 and EG15 were each grown in 150-liter aliquots, at a density of ;104

cells/ml, and starved for 5 to 10 days. Cells were mated as described previously
(36), and macronuclei active for telomerase were isolated approximately 65 h
after mating (28). All subsequent procedures were carried out at 4°C. For
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purification, macronuclei were lysed in TMG (30 mM Tris-Cl [pH 7.5], 10%
glycerol, 5 mM MgCl2) plus 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.1 mM phenylmeth-
ylsulfonyl fluoride, 0.25 mg each of leupeptin, pepstatin, chymostatin, and anti-
pain, and 0.5 M potassium glutamate (KGlu) at 18,000 per ml, 1 lb/in2 by French
press and centrifuged at 16,000 3 g for 15 min at 4°C. The cleared lysate was
loaded onto a DEAE-Sepharose column (Sigma) equilibrated with 0.5 M KGlu
in TMG. The column was washed with 0.5 M KGlu, and activity was eluted with
a linear salt gradient of 0.5 to 1.5 M KGlu. Peak fractions were loaded onto a
phenyl-Sepharose (Sigma) column equilibrated with 0.5 M KGlu and washed
with TMG. Activity was eluted with 2% Triton X-100. Active fractions were
loaded onto a spermine-agarose (Sigma) column equilibrated with 0.5 M KGlu,
washed with 0.5 M KGlu, and eluted with a linear salt gradient of 0.5 to 2.0 M
KGlu. Active fractions were dialyzed into TMG and stored at 280°C or dialyzed
into 50% glycerol–30 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.5)–5 mM MgCl2–1 mM DTT–0.1 mM
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and stored at 220°C. By using this procedure,
telomerase was purified approximately 500-fold, based on the ratio of telomerase
RNA to total protein (7).

Telomerase assays. Telomerase was assayed at 30°C in 20-ml reaction mixtures
containing 0.14 mM primer DNA, 5 mM MgCl2, 20 mM EGTA, 50 mM Tris-Cl
(pH 8.0), 1 mM spermidine, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM dTTP, and 0.25 mM [a-32P]
dGTP (800 Ci/mmol). Reactions with purified telomerase were incubated for 15
min, and reactions with macronuclear extracts were incubated for 1 h, except
where indicated otherwise. Telomerase reactions were stopped by the addition of
EDTA, extracted with phenol:chloroform, and precipitated with ethanol. The
pellets were resuspended into loading buffer (95% [vol/vol] formamide and
0.25% [wt/vol] xylene cyanol) and resolved on 10% sequencing gels, and products
were detected with autoradiography. Cleavage products were quantified on a
FUJIX BAS2000 PhosphorImager. For activity quantitation, a fraction of the
reaction was blotted onto DE81 paper (Whatman) and washed as previously
described (7). We have defined 1 U of activity as the amount of enzyme required
to incorporate 2 fmols of [32P]dGTP (800 Ci/mmol) onto the primer (G4T4)3 in
15 min. Typically 5 U of telomerase was used in each reaction.

In experiments in which [a-32P]dTTP was used as the labeled nucleotide, 6.5
mM [32P]dTTP and 43.5 mM cold dTTP were added to obtain a final concentra-
tion of 50 mM. When the relative efficiency of primer cleavage was estimated,
reactions were performed with [32P]dGTP and dTTP or with [32P]dTTP and
dGTP (specific activities of both isotopes were adjusted to the same value). The
amount of DNA product resulting from addition of the third dG residue in the
sequence GGGGTTTT was quantitated by phosphorimaging.

Oligonucleotides. DNA oligonucleotides were obtained from Oligos Etc. Inc.
or Gibco BRL. Oligonucleotides were purified on 20% denaturing polyacryl-
amide gels, eluted overnight into Tris-EDTA buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl [pH 7.5], 1
mM EDTA), and purified with C18 columns (Waters) as per the manufacturer’s
recommendation. Most of the sequences for the oligonucleotides used in this
study are shown in Table 1. The remaining sequences are listed in the figure
legends.

A 22-nucleotide molecular weight marker was generated by adding [32P]dGTP
to the 39 terminus of 7-G4T4-6 with terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase. The
product corresponds to addition of the first nucleotide in the direct addition
pathway. A 16-nucleotide product, corresponding to addition of the first nucle-
otide to the cleaved substrate 7-G4T4, was generated in the same manner,
starting with a 15-nucleotide oligonucleotide. The migration positions for these
two markers were used to analyze all of the data shown in the paper. However,

in some cases, the deduced positions for the 15- and 18-nucleotide cleavage-
initiated elongation products are indicated to make data interpretation simpler.

RESULTS
Endonuclease activity copurifies with E. crassus telomerase.

Previous experiments with Tetrahymena indicated that a nucle-
ase activity copurified with telomerase (6). To determine if this
was a general property of telomerase, we purified E. crassus
telomerase from macronuclei over three consecutive chro-
matographic steps (estimated 500-fold purification) and then
assayed primers that are normally substrates for cleavage. In
the experiment shown in Fig. 1, telomerase was purified over
DEAE-Sepharose, phenyl-Sepharose, and spermine-agarose.
The purified telomerase exhibited decreased processivity rela-
tive to macronuclear extracts (Fig. 1, compare lanes 1 and 3),
consistent with previous results after purification on glycerol
gradients (4).

Despite its decreased processivity, the purified telomerase
preparation retained the ability to cleave and extend the DNA
primers (Fig. 1, lane 4). We have previously shown that telo-
merase utilizes two pathways for processing nontelomeric 39
ends. The 39 terminus of chimeric oligonucleotides containing
an internal stretch of telomeric DNA surrounded by nontelo-
meric DNA may either be extended directly by nucleotide
addition or endonucleolytically cleaved to eliminate the non-
telomeric 39 terminus. Cleavage exposes the internal telomeric
cassette sequence for subsequent nucleotide addition by telo-
merase (4, 28). For example, the primer 7-G4T4-6 contains a
cassette of telomeric sequence, G4T4, embedded between seven
59 and six 39 nontelomeric residues. In the cleavage-initiated
elongation reaction, 7-G4T4-6 is cleaved so that the six 39 non-
telomeric nucleotides are eliminated. The shortened primer is
then extended by the addition of telomeric sequence onto the
newly created 39 end (Fig. 1, lanes 2 and 4). Cleavage-initiated

TABLE 1. Cleavage primer sequences and quantification data

Primer Sequencea

Relative amt of
cleavage productb

Nuclei Purified

7-G4T4-6 cactatcGGGGTTTTgactac 1 1
7-CG3T4-6 cactatcCGGGTTTTgactac 5.9 6 1.3 6.3 6 1.4
7-GAG2T4-6 cactatcGAGGTTTTgactac 4.2 6 1.2 6.8 6 1.7
7-G2CGT4-6 cactatcGGCGTTTTgactac 3.4 6 0.75 2.8 6 0.81
7-G3AT4-6 cactatcGGGATTTTgactac NDc ND
7-G4AT3-6 cactatcGGGGATTTgactac 0.65 6 0.063 0.17 6 0.11
7-G4TAT2-6 cactatcGGGGTATTgactac 0.81 6 0.005 0.13 6 0.085
7-G4T2AT-6 cactatcGGGGTTATgactac 1.4 6 0.060 0.09 6 0.089
7-G4T3A-6 cactatcGGGGTTTAgactac 0.78 6 0.066 0.24 6 0.19

a Nonspecific flanking sequences are in lowercase letters, and the internal
telomeric sequences are in uppercase letters. Underlining indicates the positions
of the nucleotide changes.

b Data are reported as ratios between the amounts of cleavage-initiated elon-
gation products generated with 7-G4T4-6 relative to the products generated with
other primers. Values are the averages and standard deviations from three
independent experiments.

c ND, not determined.

FIG. 1. Copurification of telomerase endonuclease activity. Telomerase re-
actions were performed with 5 U of telomerase activity for 1 h at 30°C. Reactions
with whole macronuclei (lanes 1 and 2) or purified telomerase (lanes 3 and 4) are
shown. Primer substrates were GT4(G4T4)2 (lanes 1 and 3) and 7-G4T4-6 (lanes
2 and 4). See Table 1 for primer sequences. The arrow denotes the migration
position of a molecular size standard. nt, nucleotide.
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extension products can be distinguished from products gener-
ated by direct nucleotide addition because they migrate below
the input primer on a DNA sequencing gel. Both types of
products are detected when telomerase incorporates labeled
nucleotides during synthesis of telomeric repeats (Fig. 1).

Telomerase reverse transcriptase activity never separated
from the cleavage activity during purification. Another pro-
tocol that resulted in copurification of these two activities
consisted of a polyethylene-glycol precipitation, followed by
purification on DEAE-Sepharose, spermine-agarose, phenyl-
Sepharose, and heparin-agarose (data not shown). The cleav-
age activity was also retained following poly(dG) affinity
purification (data not shown) and during glycerol gradient
sedimentation (4). These data indicate that the endonuclease
activity associated with the E. crassus telomerase either is an
intrinsic property of the enzyme or is catalyzed by a tightly
associated factor.

Direct analysis of the cleavage reaction in the absence of
polymerization would be very informative. However, we were
unable to biochemically uncouple these two reactions. When
purified telomerase was reacted with a primer carrying a 32P
label on its 59 end, in the presence or absence of deoxynucleo-
side triphosphates, specific cleavage products could not be
detected (data not shown). In contrast, products arising from
direct nucleotide addition onto the intact chimeric primer were
observed with a 59-labeled primer. Competition experiments

revealed that the cleavage-elongation reaction was less efficient
than the direct addition reaction (data not shown), which could
explain our inability to detect cleavage products. In the exper-
iments presented here, we infer that primer cleavage occurs
because the elongation products generated are shorter than
the original oligonucleotide and the reaction is inhibited by
nonhydrolyzable nucleotide analogs placed at the predicted
scissile bond (28).

The nuclease active site is not located at a fixed position
relative to the telomerase RNA templating domain. Telome-
rase nuclease activity can remove both telomeric and nontelo-
meric residues from a primer 39 terminus (1, 5, 6, 28, 33).
Previous studies indicated that cleavage removes nucleotides
that extend across the 59 boundary of the RNA template,
whether they can form Watson-Crick base pairs with the telo-
merase RNA or not (Fig. 2A). Thus, it has been suggested that
the cleavage site in telomerase is fixed at the 59 boundary of the
RNA template (1, 6, 28), which corresponds to position 36 in
the E. crassus telomerase RNA sequence (39).

To directly test whether the cleavage site is fixed, we per-
formed telomerase assays with the primer 10-G4T4-3. The
primer was cleaved and then elongated, as evidenced by the
labeled products running below the input primer (Fig. 2B).
The smallest of these products was 19 nucleotides in length,
indicating that at least 3 nucleotides had been removed from
this 21-mer primer followed by the addition of labeled dGTP

FIG. 2. The nuclease active site is not fixed relative to the telomerase RNA template. (A) The predicted alignments for a telomeric primer and two chimeric primers
on the E. crassus telomerase RNA template are shown. The predicted templating domain for the E. crassus telomerase RNA is underlined, and relative nucleotide
positions are indicated (39). The proposed fixed cleavage site is illustrated at the top with the telomeric primer (T4G4)2T4G. Although the 39 dG residue can align with
position 36 in the telomerase RNA, this residue is removed (arrow) before the primer is elongated (28). Alignments for the chimeric primers 10-G4T4-3 and 10-TG4T3-3
are shown, and arrows indicate the positions of the predominant cleavage events. (B) Telomerase reactions with chimeric primers containing different permutations
of the T4G4 cassette are shown. Reactions were performed with purified telomerase and either [32P]dGTP and dTTP (lanes 1 and 4), [32P]dGTP only (lanes 2 and 5),
or [32P]dTTP only (lanes 3 and 6). To simplify the results, a 39 ddC was added to 10-TG4T3-3 to block its processing by the direct addition pathway. A 12-nucleotide
59-labeled recovery control oligonucleotide (R.C.) was included in the reactions. Because this oligonucleotide contains an extra phosphate on its 59 terminus, it migrates
as a 10- to 11-nucleotide DNA. 10-G4T4-3, CACTATCGACGGGGTTTTCAC; 10-TG4T3-3, CACTATCGACTGGGGTTTCAddC. Molecular size standards are in-
dicated at left. nt, nucleotide.
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(Fig. 2B, lane 1). To determine precisely how many residues
had been eliminated from 10-G4T4-3 prior to telomerase elon-
gation, reactions were carried out with [32P]dGTP or [32P]
dTTP but not with both nucleotides (Fig. 2B, lanes 2 and 3).
Examination of the first nucleotides added to the cleaved
primer revealed that both dG and dT could be incorporated. In
reactions with [32P]dGTP, four products of 19 to 22 nucleo-
tides were obtained (Fig. 2B, lane 2). These corresponded to
removal of the three 39 nontelomeric nucleotides followed by
the addition of four dG nucleotides. In addition, a prominent
product of 18 nucleotides was labeled in the [32P]dTTP reac-
tion (Fig. 2B, lane 3). This product corresponded to removal of
the three 39 nontelomeric nucleotides plus the fourth dT nu-
cleotide from the G4T4 cassette followed by the addition of a
radiolabelled dTTP.

To gauge the efficiency of cleavage at these two positions, we
quantitated the cleavage-elongation products generated with
either [32P]dGTP and dTTP or [32P]dTTP and dGTP. In a
reaction with [32P]dGTP and dTTP, the 24-nucleotide product
resulting from addition of the third dG in the first GGGGT
TTT repeat added by telomerase will be present whether cleav-
age generated the substrate 10-G4T4 or 10-G4T3. However, the
24-nucleotide product should not be labeled in a reaction with
[32P]dTTP and dGTP unless cleavage generates the 10-G4T3
substrate. Assuming that the elongation efficiencies of the
G4T4 and G4T3 ends are approximately the same, the amount
of label incorporated into the 24th nucleotide can be used to
estimate the relative efficiency of cleavage at a particular site.
These data suggested that the majority ($80%) of the cleavage
occurred after the fourth dT position, resulting in the addition
of four [32P]dGTP residues to the primer (Fig. 2A and data not
shown). However, because a significant proportion of the sub-
strate (;20%) was cleaved after the third dT residue, we
conclude that the cleavage site is not rigidly fixed.

More direct evidence for flexible positioning of the nuclease
active site in telomerase came from assays with chimeric oli-
gonucleotides harboring different permutations of the internal
G4T4 telomere cassette sequence. Changing the permutation
of the internal telomeric cassette in the primer allowed us to
systematically shift the primer’s base-pairing potential along
the RNA template (Fig. 2A). The primer 10-TG4T3-3 was
designed such that cleavage at the proposed fixed site would
result in the elimination of two 39 nontelomeric nucleotides. If
the endonuclease activity functioned to remove nucleotides
that could not base pair with the RNA template, an additional
nucleotide would be removed. Elimination of this third nucle-
otide would generate a primer ending in G4T3 and would
require the incorporation of dTTP by telomerase to initiate
synthesis and maintain a perfect telomeric repeat (Fig. 2A).
The primer 10-TG4T3-3 was assayed with [32P]dGTP or [32P]
dTTP. No products were generated with [32P]dGTP (Fig. 2B,
lane 5). However, a prominent band 19 nucleotides in length
was obtained with [32P]dTTP (Fig. 2B, lane 6). This observa-
tion indicates that three nucleotides were removed from the 39
terminus of 10-TG4T3-3, prior to the addition of a single [32P]
dTTP. Fainter bands, corresponding to the 18- and 20-nucle-
otide elongation products were also detected, which suggests
that cleavage of 10-TG4T3-3 might have occurred at more than
one position. However, since the E. crassus telomerase always
starts extension of nontelomeric DNA with the addition of dG
and never with the addition of dT residues (28), we conclude
that the 10-TG4T3-3 was extended only after removal of all
three nontelomeric nucleotides from the primer 39 terminus.

A similar result was obtained when telomerase was assayed
with 3-T4G4-10. No products resulting from primer cleavage
were generated in reactions with [32P]dGTP (Fig. 3B, lane 2);

however, incorporation of [32P]dTTP was observed in products
of 12 to 15 nucleotides in length (Fig. 3B, lane 3). Generation
of a 12-nucleotide product is consistent with cleavage occur-
ring after the fourth dG residue that aligns opposite nucleotide
41 in the telomerase RNA template. Taken together, these
observations provide strong evidence for flexible positioning of
the nuclease active site.

Unexpectedly, moving the telomeric DNA sequence further
39 into the telomerase RNA template strongly inhibited the
primer cleavage-elongation reaction by telomerase. No cleav-
age-initiated elongation products were detected with the
primer 9-T4G3-5. Instead, this primer was utilized solely by the
direct addition pathway (28), and dG residues were added
directly to its nontelomeric 39 terminus (Fig. 3B, lanes 4 to 6).
If this primer were cleaved after the third dG residue in the
T4G3 sequence, an elongation product 17 nucleotides in length
would be expected in a reaction with [32P]dGTP. This was not
observed. The predicted cleavage product from this reaction,
9-T4G3, is an efficient substrate for telomerase elongation (Fig.
3B, lanes 7 and 8). Thus, failure to observe a cleavage-elonga-
tion reaction with 9-T4G3-5 is not due to the inability of telo-
merase to extend the cleaved substrate. Furthermore, the in-
efficiency of the cleavage-elongation reaction with 9-T4G3-5
does not result from decreasing the number of telomeric
residues in the oligonucleotide from eight to seven. Cleavage-
elongation reactions were observed with oligonucleotides con-
taining the sequences G4 or GT4G surrounded by nontelo-
meric DNA (data not shown).

The simplest interpretation of our results is that the nuclease
active site is restricted in its ability to cleave DNA primers
associated with telomerase. We postulate that the nuclease
“stretches” over only the 59 portion of the RNA template,
cleaving phosphodiester bonds in DNA primers at residues
that do not form Watson-Crick base pairs with residues 37 to
40 in the telomerase RNA (see below).

Altering the dG residues in the internal GGGGTTTT telo-
meric cassette alters the efficiency of the primer cleavage-
elongation reaction. We examined substrate requirements for
cleavage-initiated elongation by assessing the roles of specific
nucleotides within the telomeric sequence of the chimeric
primer. Nucleotides within the telomeric cassette sequence of
7-G4T4-6 were systematically altered, and the primers were
reacted with telomerase. Cleavage-initiated elongation prod-
ucts were resolved on sequencing gels (Fig. 4), and the data
were quantified by phosphorimaging (Table 1). The amount of
product resulting from polymerization to the third dG was
expressed as a ratio relative to the amount of product gener-
ated with 7-G4T4-6. Reactions were performed with macro-
nuclear extracts and with purified telomerase.

The ability of telomerase to cleave and extend a substrate
was strongly dependent upon the position of the nucleotide
alterations within the internal telomeric cassette. Changing
any of the first three dG positions (underlined) in the internal
GGGGTTTT sequence resulted in a three- to sevenfold in-
crease in the amount of cleavage-initiated elongation product
generated compared to the “wild-type” sequence (Fig. 4, com-
pare lane 2 to lanes 3 to 5; Table 1). Like 7-G4T4-6, these
primers were preferentially cleaved after the fourth dT residue
in the internal telomeric cassette (see below).

We next tested whether alterations in the first three dG
residues of the substrate specifically affected the extension step
of the cleavage-dependent elongation reaction. Our approach
was to compare utilization of “precleaved” primers to cleavage
and extension of the corresponding full-length parental prim-
ers (Fig. 5). Precleaved primers were designed to mimic the
predicted products of the endonucleolytic cleavage reaction
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prior to extension by telomerase. They carried no 39 nontelo-
meric DNA. Like the full-length parental primers, precleaved
substrates with alterations in the first three dG residues of the
telomeric repeat showed an increase in total reaction products
generated by purified telomerase (Fig. 5, compare lane 1 to
lanes 2 and 3). These data suggest that single-nucleotide dis-
ruptions in the dG tract increase the efficiency of the polymer-
ization step in the cleavage-elongation reaction, possibly by
increasing primer turnover.

Altering the first three dG residues in the telomeric cassette
did not change the site of DNA cleavage within these primers.
For example, 7-G2AGT4-6 generated no products in a reaction
with [32P]dTTP (Fig. 6A, lane 3). However, abundant products,
16 to 19 nucleotides in length, were obtained with [32P]dGTP
(Fig. 6A, lane 2). Thus, the six nontelomeric residues on the
primer 39 terminus were removed followed by addition of one
to four dG nucleotides. The dA residue in the dG tract of the
telomeric cassette sequence was not eliminated. It is conceiv-
able that 7-G2AGT4-6 was cleaved but not extended by telo-
merase. To test this possibility, we examined 7-T4G2AG-6. In
contrast to 7-G2AGT4-6, this primer was not processed by the
cleavage pathway. Instead, the six nucleotides of 39 nontelo-
meric DNA remained intact and were extended by direct ad-
dition of two dG residues (Fig. 6A, lanes 4 to 6). The longer
products generated in the reaction with 7-G2AGT4-6 resulted
from processive elongation of the cleaved product (Fig. 6A,
lane 1). Furthermore, in the reaction with dG only, the non-
telomeric 39 termini of both 7-T4G2AG-6 and 7-G2AGT4-6
were extended only two nucleotides (Fig. 6A, lanes 2 and 5).

Thus, a mismatch in the dG tract inhibits elongation by the
direct addition pathway.

Primers containing variations at the fourth position in the
GGGGTTTT in the internal cassette behaved differently than
the other primers we tested. The most prominent band in the
cleavage-derived products from this primer (1G2) was shifted
to a position one nucleotide smaller than products generated
with any other primers in this series (1G3) (Fig. 4, compare
lanes 5 and 6). A 21 shift in the banding pattern could derive
from a change in the site of primer cleavage, which results in
the removal of an additional nucleotide from the primer 39
terminus. If this was the case, the cleavage product should
correspond to 7-G3AT3 and telomerase would be expected to
incorporate a single dT residue before adding four dG nucle-
otides. To test this possibility, 7-G3AT4-6 was reacted with
either [32P]dGTP or [32P]dTTP. Only dG residues were added
(Fig. 6A, lanes 8 and 9), and product formation was not inhib-
ited by ddTTP (data not shown). The size of the most abun-
dant cleavage-elongation products obtained with [32P]dGTP
corresponded to removal of the six 39 nontelomeric residues
followed by addition of three dG residues (Fig. 6A, lane 7).
Even when dTTP was included in the reaction, elongation
beyond this point was strongly inhibited (Fig. 4, lane 6). Like-
wise, the reaction with a precleaved 7-G3AT4 primer generated
mostly short elongation products corresponding to the addi-
tion of the first three dG residues (Fig. 5, lane 4). Further
extension of the primer was suppressed. It is unclear why a
primer harboring a mismatch at this specific position in the
telomeric repeat should be so poorly elongated by telomerase.

FIG. 3. A boundary for the telomerase-associated nuclease on the RNA template. (A) The predicted alignments for chimeric primers on the E. crassus telomerase
RNA template are shown. The site of primer cleavage is indicated by the vertical arrow. The predicted templating domain for the E. crassus telomerase RNA is
underlined, and relative nucleotide positions are indicated. (B) Telomerase reactions with chimeric primers are shown. Reactions were performed with macronuclear
extracts in the presence of [32P]dGTP and dTTP (lanes 1, 4 and 7), [32P]dGTP only (lanes 2, 5, and 8), or [32P]dTTP only (lanes 3, 6). Lanes 1 to 3 and 4 to 8 show
results from two separate experiments. 3-T4G4-10, CACTTTTGGGGACGCGATCAT; 9-T4G3-5, CACTATCGATTTTGGGATCAT; 9-T4G3, CACTATCGATTTT
GGG. Numbers at right of each gel are molecular size standards (in nucleotides). R.C., recovery control oligonucleotide.
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Perhaps the active site becomes distorted when telomerase
binds a primer with this particular mismatch. Taken together,
these observations indicate that primers with nucleotide
changes in a tract of dG residues strongly affect polymerization
by telomerase. However, these imperfections in the telomer-
ic repeat sequence cannot be removed by the telomerase-
associated nuclease.

Single-nucleotide mismatches in dT tracts are eliminated
prior to primer elongation. We next tested the effects of single
nucleotide changes at the dT positions (underlined) within the
GGGGTTTT sequence. Such residues are predicted to align
opposite positions 37 to 40 in the telomerase RNA template.
Altering any of the dT residues strongly diminished product
formation in reactions with purified telomerase (Fig. 4, lanes 7
to 10), but the effects were less striking in reactions with ma-
cronuclear extracts (Table 1). Hence, the purified telomerase
displayed increased stringency with respect to cleavage sub-
strate recognition and/or processing.

In contrast to primers bearing mismatches in dG tracts,
primers containing alterations in the dT nucleotides were spe-
cifically cleaved to remove the mismatched residue as well as
the adjacent 39 nucleotides. In reactions with 7-G4TAT2-6 or
7-G4T2AT-6, no cleavage-initiated elongation products were
obtained in the presence of [32P]dGTP (Fig. 6B, lanes 5 and
8), and product formation was strongly inhibited by ddTTP
(data not shown). However, in the presence of [32P]dTTP,
7-G4TAT2-6 generated products 12 to 15 nucleotides in length
(Fig. 6B, lane 6), indicating that dT residues had been re-

moved from the primer prior to elongation. In the case of
7-G4T2AT-6, products 14 and 15 nucleotides in length were the
predominant products of the reaction with [32P]dTTP (Fig. 6B,
lane 9), implying that most cleavage events generated the prod-
uct 7-G4T2, which no longer contains the mismatched residue.
The less-abundant products migrating below the major prod-
ucts may have resulted from imprecise positioning of the cleav-
age site.

Telomerase assays with the primer 7-G4AT3-6 gave a slightly
more complex cleavage-elongation profile, with cleavage oc-
curring at one of two discrete sites in this primer. A prominent
product 17 nucleotides in length was obtained with [32P]dGTP
(Fig. 6B, lane 2), indicating that a portion of the 7-G4AT3-6
primer was cleaved after the third dT residue in the cassette
and then extended by the addition of dG residues. Since dG
residues were added instead of a single dT, as expected for a
primer terminating in three dTs, the deoxyribosyladenine (dA)
residue in the primer apparently aligned opposite an rA resi-
due in the RNA template prior to elongation.

The most efficient processing pathway for 7-G4AT3-6 re-
sulted in removal of the dA residue from the internal cassette
prior to telomerase elongation. Four products, 12 to 15 nucleo-
tides in length, were generated in the reaction with [32P]dTTP,
corresponding to primers that were cleaved 59 of the dA resi-
due in the G4AT3 cassette and then extended by one to four dT
residues (Fig. 6B, lane 3). PhosphorImager analysis indicated
that the primer cleavage-elongation reaction that eliminated
the dA residue and the nucleotides 39 of it was significantly
more efficient (80%) than cleavage after the third dT residue
in the internal cassette (20%) (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Flexible positioning of the telomerase-associated nuclease.
Nucleolytic activity is a common property of template-depen-
dent DNA and RNA polymerases (20, 21). In this study, we

FIG. 4. Effects of substrate point mutations on cleavage and polymerization.
Cleavage substrates containing single-nucleotide changes within the internal
telomeric sequence were reacted with purified telomerase. The positions of
individual nucleotide changes within the telomeric cassette are shown (nucleo-
tide sequences are listed in Table 1). Primers containing mismatches in the dG
residues were cleaved after the fourth dT in the internal telomeric cassette. The
elongation products generated after primer cleavage are designated 1G1, 1G2,
and 1G3 to indicate the residues that have been added to the cleaved substrate.
The cleavage elongation reaction for primers containing mismatches in the dT
tract was significantly less efficient. Lane 1, reaction with GT4(G4T4)2; lane 2,
reaction with 7-G4T4-6. nt, nucleotide.

FIG. 5. Reactions with precleaved substrates. Reactions were performed
with purified telomerase. Primer telomeric sequences are indicated on the left.
The 59-flanking sequence, CACTATC, is depicted as a solid line. Underlined
residues denote the positions of nucleotide changes within the telomeric repeat.
The migration position of a molecular size standard is indicated. nt, nucleotide.
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used chimeric primers containing short stretches of telomeric
DNA surrounded by nontelomeric DNA to investigate the
DNA specificity of the telomerase-associated nuclease. In con-
trast to standard telomeric primers, the short telomeric se-
quence within chimeric primers is predicted to align at only
one position on the RNA template (28), allowing us to
investigate how Watson-Crick base pair formation between
the primer and the telomerase RNA template influenced the
cleavage reaction. We found that only a small stretch of telo-
meric sequence is sufficient to allow endonucleolytic cleavage
and exposure of the telomeric DNA as a substrate for elonga-
tion. While only a short stretch of telomeric DNA is required,
the permutation of this sequence dramatically affects both the
efficiency of the reaction and the position of primer cleavage.
These results cannot be explained by a nonspecific nuclease
activity.

Instead, the data support a model in which the telomerase-
associated nuclease displays flexibility in cleaving DNA. Work-
ing with telomeric primers, Collins and Greider showed that
the only primer 39 nucleotides subject to elimination were
those residues that extended across the extreme 59 boundary
of the RNA template (6). We have now extended these orig-
inal observations using chimeric primers. Our experiments re-
vealed that the nuclease active site is not rigidly fixed with
respect to the RNA template but can cleave phosphodiester
bonds at the junction of telomeric and nontelomeric DNA up
to four residues 39 of the template boundary.

Only the 5* region of the RNA templating domain is
“scanned” by the telomerase-associated nuclease. In addition
to removing stretches of nontelomeric DNA from a primer 39
terminus (28), the telomerase-associated nuclease can also rec-
ognize single-nucleotide mismatches between the primer and
the RNA template. The nuclease preferentially removes the

mismatch as well as the 39 adjacent sequence, creating a 39
terminus with precise complementarity to the RNA template.
This new 39 end is now a substrate for extension by reverse
transcription. The ability of the telomerase-associated nuclease
to specifically cleave primers at the junctions between telo-
meric and nontelomeric DNA suggests that the nuclease ac-
tively scans the RNA template.

Several lines of evidence indicate that the scanning mecha-
nism does not occur throughout the entire telomerase active
site but rather is confined to residues 37 to 40 where a tract of
four dT residues in a primer would hybridize. First, the cleav-
age activity fails to remove the nontelomeric 39 terminus on the
primer 9-T4G3-5 (Fig. 3). The telomeric cassette in 9-T4G3-5 is
predicted to align at residues 42 to 48 in the telomerase RNA
and is not expected to extend into the 59 region of the tem-
plate. Second, single-nucleotide mismatches that are predicted
to be located opposite the rC residues at positions 41 to 44 in
the RNA template are not removed from primers (Fig. 6A).
Such primers have alterations in one of the dG residues in an
internal telomeric cassette. Nucleotide mismatches in dT res-
idues, by contrast, are eliminated (Fig. 6B). Finally, the fact
that the primer 7-G4AT3-6 is cleaved in two discrete places,
after the fourth dG or the third dT, prior to telomerase elon-
gation argues that the ability of the nuclease active site to
recognize and cleave a primer mismatch across from residue 40
in the RNA template is compromised relative to primer cleav-
age across from residues 36 to 39 but is not ablated.

The nuclease activity may not actually recognize single-nu-
cleotide mismatches between the primer and the RNA tem-
plate. Rather, mismatched residues in the dT tract may prevent
stable hybrid formation between the primer and 59 region of
the templating domain. The inability of the primer to form a
hybrid with this region of the RNA may trigger the primer

FIG. 6. Removal of mismatched nucleotides from DNA primers. Telomerase reactions were performed with macronuclear extracts and the primers indicated.
Reactions with [32P]dGTP and dTTP (lanes 1, 4, and 7), [32P]dGTP only (lanes 2, 5, and 8), or [32P]dTTP only (lanes 3, 6, and 9) are shown. The flanking nontelomeric
sequences are the same as in 7-G4T4-6. Molecular size standards (in nucleotides) and the recovery control oligonucleotide (R.C.) are indicated. The position(s) of
cleavage is denoted by the arrow(s) above each primer. Processing of chimeric primers that contain mismatched residues in a dG tract (A) or a dT tract (B) are shown.
Reactions with 7-G4AT3-6 and 7-G4TAT2-6 were less efficient than with primer 7-G4T2AT-6. Accordingly, the film was exposed twice as long (5 versus 2.5 days) to
obtain data with these two oligonucleotides.
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cleavage reaction. The apparent cleavage of the 7-G4AT3-6
primer in two places supports this interpretation. Base pairing
between the dT residues and positions 36 to 39 in the RNA
template may not be sufficient for stable hybrid formation
between the primer and the 59 region of the RNA template.

We speculate that a steric restriction in the telomerase ri-
bonucleoprotein particle prevents the cleavage site from ex-
tending beyond nucleotide 40 on telomerase RNA. A similar
barrier may be present at the 59 end of the RNA template
(residue 36 in the E. crassus telomerase), since both telomeric
and nontelomeric nucleotides positioned across from this rC
are subject to cleavage and elimination (1, 6, 28) (Fig. 7).
Studies with Tetrahymena telomerase suggest that RNA-pro-
tein interactions within the ribonucleoprotein influence the
flexibility of the nuclease active site. Telomerase particles re-
constituted with wild-type RNA cleave primers only at the

previously defined site (1). In contrast, telomerase complexes
containing Tetrahymena proteins reconstituted with Glaucoma
chattoni telomerase RNA exhibit aberrant nuclease activity in
vitro, cleaving primers at other positions (5). The chimeric
telomerase also displays reduced processivity compared to the
wild-type telomerase (5). Hence, the cleavage and processive
elongation may be mechanistically linked as is seen with RNA
polymerase II (19, 34, 37). Consistent with this idea, the puri-
fied telomerase from E. crassus shows both increased strin-
gency for cleavage substrates and significantly decreased pro-
cessivity.

A possible role in proofreading for the telomerase-associ-
ated nuclease. Homogeneity of the telomeric DNA tract is
essential for telomere function, and indeed in most lower eu-
karyotes and in mammals, the most terminal regions of telo-
meres are comprised of invariant repeat arrays. Single-nucle-
otide mutations in telomeric repeat sequences impair normal
interactions between structural telomere binding proteins and
the DNA (22, 41). Such disruptions in the telomere complex
can upset normal telomere length regulation (22, 27, 40, 41)
which may, in turn, culminate in premature senescence and
death (27, 40, 43).

DNA-dependent DNA polymerases achieve precision dur-
ing synthesis by correct base selection and exonucleolytic re-
moval of incorrectly inserted residues in the nascent chain
(reviewed in reference 9). Base selection is facilitated by the
geometry of the Watson-Crick base pair in the active site, while
exonucleolytic editing reflects the melting capacity of the mis-
paired DNA residue at the 39 end of the growing chain. Since
addition of the next nucleotide after misincorporation is rela-
tively slow, the exonuclease has a greater opportunity to elim-
inate the mismatched residue. Site-directed mutagenesis of the
telomerase RNA templating domain revealed that the RNA
bases strongly influence polymerization fidelity, presumably by
maintaining the proper geometry of the enzyme active site
during nucleotide selection (14, 33, 42). However, recent stud-
ies with Paramecium telomerase indicate that the fidelity of
telomere synthesis is not mediated solely by the telomerase
RNA subunit (26).

Our data suggest that the telomerase reverse transcriptase
may have evolved a rudimentary system for proofreading telo-
meric DNA by using its associated endonuclease activity. Al-
though viral reverse transcriptases lack 39 to 59 exonuclease
activities (2, 35) and therefore must rely on other nucleotide-
discriminating steps in the polymerization reaction for fidelity
(reviewed in reference 3), telomerase appears to be only dis-
tantly related to retroviruses. Instead, telomerase bears a re-
markable similarity to retrotransposons (10, 31). One of the
interesting parallels between telomerase and retrotransposons
is that both contain associated endonuclease activities (25, 28).

We have previously argued that the capacity to endonucleo-
lytically cleave DNA primers that extend beyond the 59 bound-
ary of the telomerase RNA template could enhance the fidelity
of the primer translocation step by ensuring that only those
DNA residues that form base pairs with the functional tem-
plating domain are retained (28). We can now expand the
range of activities ascribed to the telomerase nuclease (Fig. 7).
This nuclease has a strong preference for cleaving DNA at the
boundaries between telomeric and nontelomeric DNA, specif-
ically eliminating those residues that do not hybridize with the
telomerase RNA template. With this in mind, we can envision
two additional roles that the nuclease activity could play in
telomere synthesis. First, the activity could “repair” telomere
ends by removing any 39-terminal nucleotides that do not
match the RNA template prior to telomerase elongation.
Telomerase-associated cleavage activities are known to re-

FIG. 7. Model for cleavage by the telomerase-associated nuclease. The in-
ternal telomeric cassette sequence (open box) in a chimeric primer aligns with
the RNA templating domain (underlined). The site of primer cleavage is dictated
by primer alignment and complementarity to the RNA template. The nuclease
active site (depicted with the vertical arrow) displays limited flexibility. All
primer nucleotides that extend beyond the 59 boundary of the templating domain
(position 36) are eliminated, whether they are complementary to the telomerase
RNA or not (A). The cleavage activity is repositioned for primers whose comple-
mentarity does not extend to the 59 template boundary, and mismatched residues
are removed (B). Single-nucleotide mismatches can be recognized and elimi-
nated by the cleavage activity but only if they are positioned across from residues
37 to 40 in the RNA template (C). It is possible that mismatches in dT tracts
destabilize the DNA-RNA hybrid so that no base pairs form in the 59 region of
the RNA template. The mismatch and the adjacent 3’ sequence would then be
eliminated.
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move mismatched nucleotides near the 39 terminus of telo-
meric DNA (4, 6, 33). Such a repair function could be very
useful for telomerases that require their primers to display a
stretch of perfect 39-terminal complementarity to the RNA
template for elongation (29). For example, telomerase from
vegetatively growing Euplotes cells will not initiate synthesis on
DNA that does not carry 4 to 5 bp of telomeric sequence on its
39 terminus (4). The primer cleavage activity could help ensure
that new telomere sequences are continually added to all chro-
mosome ends.

Alternatively, the telomerase nuclease could provide a bona
fide, albeit limited, proofreading function for telomerase by
actively eliminating mismatched residues from primers during
telomere synthesis. The nuclease can recognize and remove
single-nucleotide mismatches in dT tracts but fails to eliminate
mismatches in dG tracts. This limited capacity of the nuclease
to remove imperfections at any position in a telomeric repeat
suggests that the nuclease active site does not track coordi-
nately with the polymerization site. However, since neither the
E. crassus nor the T. thermophila polymerase activities could be
biochemically separated from the nuclease (this work and ref-
erence 6), further studies will be required to determine the
spatial relationship between the nuclease and polymerase ac-
tive sites.
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